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Sides have now been taken. The temperance women will have a skirmish
of their own for any stray man with no beer stains on his tie, but
Miriam's loud timbrel has sounded for the battle royal between Labour
and Government women — coppertails and silvertails!1
This call to arms sounded by the Worker towards the close of the campaign for
womanhood suffrage in Queensland captured well the class antagonism that prevailed
within the movement. At this late stage, there was little chance that the conflicting
elements within the movement could put aside their differences and unite in a
concerted effort to secure the female franchise. To all intents and purposes, the
struggle for womanhood suffrage had become a class war.
This study explores the nature of the womanhood suffrage movement in
Queensland from its faltering beginnings in 1889 to the period leading to the
attainment of the female franchise for white women in 1905. It primarily addresses
how class-related issues dominated the movement from the outset, causing internal
division which hampered its ultimate effectiveness. More specifically, it uncovers
how the terms on which the vote would be sought came to assume greater importance
in the campaign than the actual achievement of the vote itself. This requires first
an examination of those factors comprising the 'Queensland difference', which
contributed to the delayed development of a womanhood suffrage movement in the
colony, as well as the motivations for its eventual rise. It then undertakes an
exploration of the campaign itself, which spanned three distinct periods of
organisation. The first period began in 1889 with the formation of the colony's first
womanhood suffrage association. The second period spanned from 1894, upon the
establishment of the movement proper, until 1902, whereupon the women of
Queensland were extended the Commonwealth franchise. The third and final period
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commenced in the lead-up to the first political election at which Queensland women
could vote, and lasted until 1905, when the goal of the movement was realised. It
is suggested that, with the passage of each successive period of organisation, the
womanhood suffrage movement became increasingly divided over the issue of the
plural vote, and that this lack of cohesion undoubtedly contributed to the delayed
attainment of the white female franchise.
The 'Queensland Difference'2
The first signs of Queensland's political deviance were cemented on its separation
from New South Wales in 1859. Queensland continued to operate under 1853
electoral legislation that precluded the enfranchisement of itinerant workers and
men without property, despite the fact that New South Wales had acquired full
manhood suffrage in 1858.3 Whilst these voting rights had been restored by 1871,
plural voting was not abolished in Queensland until women had gained the
parliamentary franchise in 1905. The plural vote enabled men to cast one vote in
every electorate in which they owned property. This factor greatly contributed to
the concentration of political power in the hands of the conservative 'squattocracy',4
and was to play a decisive role in delaying the enfranchisement of the women of
Queensland. Whilst in 1899 Western Australian women had been extended the
franchise before the abolition of the plural vote in that colony (1907), Queensland
proved to be the only Australian colony where a protracted struggle for womanhood
suffrage was fought before, and in the end its goal not achieved until, the abolition
of the plural vote.5
The prevailing class structure in Queensland also differed from that of its southern
counterparts towards the close of the nineteenth century. The colony's economy
was heavily reliant on primary industry, which contributed to Brisbane's slowness
to industrialise.6 This resulted in the absence of a significant educated and urbanised
middle class from which a womanhood suffrage movement could reliably draw its
strength.7 When combined with the longevity of the plural vote, this polarisation of
Queensland society ensured that, when a woman's suffrage movement did finally
emerge, the question of the female franchise would be closely fought along class
lines.
The Queensland difference also manifested itself in the demography and
geography of the colony. Although the colony's population was concentrated in
town centres, it was still very decentralised.8 This regionalism, largely exacerbated
by the eccentric location of the capital in the south-eastern corner of the colony,
meant that Brisbane failed to achieve the dominance in Queensland which Sydney,
Melbourne and Adelaide had achieved in their respective colonies.9 The effects of
this political decentralisation, combined with the resulting constraints of distance
that had proved disastrous for working-class mobilisation throughout the colony,10
would prove equally constraining for the development of a mass womanhood suffrage
movement.
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Queensland's demographic difference also manifested itself in the colony's ethnic
profile. In 1891, Queensland had proportionately the largest foreign-born population
of all of the Australian colonies, with only 52.1 per cent Australian-born. The
proportion of immigrants was even higher among the female population, 58 per
cent of whom were foreign born.11 Religious differences were also marked, with
Queensland having a significant Irish-Catholic population.12 Although the Catholic-
Labor nexus did not strongly emerge until the end of the 1890s,13 members of the
Irish-Catholic population, in social, national and religious spheres, always conceived
themselves to be a group apart — particularly since they were typically concentrated
among the landless labouring classes.14 These distinct ethnic and religious differences
amongst the adult female population would have affected the women's capacity for
political organisation. This is certainly the opinion of Pam Goring, who contends
that these factors created a 'polyglot' and fragmented female population which had
a reduced potential for developing the shared values necessary for group formation.15
Even if ethnic and religious diversity did not overly hamper the women's
organisational capacity, the marked sex imbalance, and the resulting increased
emphasis on women's traditional roles, would certainly have done so. The census
data for the colony of Queensland for the period 1881-91, the years in which most
of the Australian colonies began to form womanhood suffrage organisations, indicates
the presence of a strong sex imbalance in the adult population. In 1881 there were
193 males for every 100 females.16 Although this imbalance began to rectify itself
towards the close of the century, in 1891 there were still 163 males for every 100
females in the colony.17 In rural areas, this disparity was even more marked.18
These figures were duly reflected in the colony's high incidence of marriage and
high birth rates. Katie Spearritt, in her study of marriage in colonial Queensland,
draws attention to the 'near universal experience' of marriage amongst Queensland
women from 1870 to 1900.19 She reveals that Queensland experienced the highest
marriage ratio of all of the Australian colonies for the period 1859-89, and that
although this number steadily declined as the century progressed, in 1891 there
were still more than 72 per cent of adult women in the colony who were married.20
During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, Queensland also had the highest
birth rate of the six Australian colonies.21 This strong emphasis upon women's
traditional roles as wives and mothers in colonial Queensland would significantly
have impacted upon their capacity for political organisation.
John Stuart Mill, the noted British suffrage campaigner and author of The
Subjection of Women (1869), first highlighted the deleterious effect that marriage
and childbirth could have upon women's capacity for political organisation. In
1868 he had expressed the hope that Australia would lead the world in extending
the political franchise to women.22 Yet the next year, in a letter to South Australian
suffragist Catherine Helen Spence, he explained that Australia's high marriage rate
might negatively impact upon any emergent suffrage campaign:
It is likely, I think, to be successful in the colonies later than in
England, because the want of equality in social advantages between
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women and men is less felt in the colonies owing, perhaps, to women's
having less need of other occupations than those of married life.23
Even though Mill's observations proved inaccurate, the correlation he noted
between the 'comforts' of marriage and a reduced propensity for political activism
would later prove to be a great point of contention. Although it is quite true that
women who were married with young children were less likely to participate in
suffrage campaigns,24 and were most certainly better 'protected' than unmarried
women, the social and legal disabilities that women suffered under the apparently
'protective' institution of marriage would prove to be a great driving force behind
Queensland women's quest for the vote.
'Women's Wrongs'
In 1888, the Queensland newspaper the Boomerang carried an article by Mrs Leontine
Cooper entitled 'Women's Wrongs'. It highlighted the extent of the legal subjection
of women, both within the private and the public spheres. She noted how the laws
of the colony failed to protect women from violence, denied them the fruits of their
own labour, and sanctioned their exclusion from institutions of higher education.
Most importantly, however, the law denied women access to the one tool with
which they might remedy this inequitable situation: the political franchise.25 In
closing, Mrs. Cooper urged:
What has taken place among the working classes would take place
also among women. Allowed some interest beyond the petty details of
their own households ... They would soon learn, as men have learned,
that union is strength and by organisation, of which at present they
appear incapable, they would compel the alteration of the laws,
respecting their persons and their property, which now press so heavily
upon them. At a time when the natural rights of all men are being daily
more fully granted, it seems strange that one half of humanity should
be dealt with as if they had neither rights nor reason.26
This article constituted the first serious attempt by a woman in the colony to
publicly broach the 'woman question', and all its attendant complexities. In writing
this piece, Leontine Cooper — who would later assume a leading role in the
struggle for the vote after 1894 — set the tone that the movement would take. Her
comments represented a significant departure from those earlier expressed by the
Boomerang's editor, William Lane, under the nom-de-plum of Lucinda Sharpe:
Woman's rights indeed! I want a vote on theory, but I really don't care
whether I get it or not. I'd like things fixed so that I — the wife and
mother — was the legal and recognised head of the household, as is
most fit, but what should I enthuse over when I am to all intent. The
woman who can't manage a man must be somewhat dull-witted ...27
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What Lane had failed to grasp at this time was that the greatest value of the
franchise was seen to lie not in abstract notions of equal justice, but in its status
as a tool of reform. Whilst the Queensland movement was relatively slow in its
development, when the women of the colony eventually came to demand the vote
it was done so largely on the basis of expediency. Women needed the vote to right
material wrongs.
One of these wrongs was discussed with brutal clarity by Sydney suffragist
Louisa Lawson in an 1890 article published in her journal, the Dawn. Here she
depicted the great suffering to which many women were subject at the hands of
their drunken husbands. She referred to women for whom the marital bed was
nothing more than a 'Chamber of Horrors'.28 Yet the greatest oppressor of a married
woman, in many cases, was not her husband himself, but the complex web of legal
restrictions that arose from their conjugal relationship. The married woman's legal
status as feme coverte29 provided the justification for a body of legislation wherein
legal protection amounted to subjection.30 As one observer commented, a woman's
legal status within marriage meant that she was 'literally a slave brought to the altar
and the bill of sale was signed at the vestry'.31
Until 1891, when a woman married in the colony, any real property that she
possessed, with the exclusion of personal paraphernalia, became the sole property
of her husband,32 including her earnings. Her negligible legal status ensured that her
husband became the sole guardian of their children, and that upon his death, if he
chose to, he could will this responsibility to a third person, effectively denying a
woman her parental rights. Women were also legally debarred from entering a
contract (including a will), unless under the express permission of their husbands,
and were unable to sue.33
The laws of divorce were also inherently unjust. In 1857, the British Parliament
had passed a Divorce Act that provided the basis for similar legislation in the
Australian colonies.34 Under this legislation, whilst a man could divorce his wife
on the basis of a single act of adultery, in order for a woman to do the same, she
was required to provide evidence of aggravated adultery. This meant that, in addition
to adultery, a husband needed to be guilty of incest, bigamy, rape, sodomy, bestiality,
cruelty or desertion without reasonable cause for two years and upward.35 This
gendered disparity made it particularly difficult for many women to secure a divorce
from abusive husbands.36 As one commentator wryly noted, the bond of marriage
could only be loosened 'after it ha[d] been rolled in the mud and soaked in the
sewer of licentiousness'.37
The need for the reformation of such inequitable legislation dominated the
earliest discussion of women's political rights in Queensland. An article in the
Boomerang entitled 'Justice for Women' exhorted:
Woman should have justice and one simple measure of justice is to
have her marriage recognised as a partnership and not as enslavement
... She should have a share of the common property which no dead
man's hand could take from her; and she should have equal rights over
her children recognised and enforced.38
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Reform in the colony had already begun to take place by the time the womanhood
suffrage movement had properly established itself in the mid-1890s.39 Despite this,
women's legal disabilities within the private sphere provided the original key
motivating force behind the quest for the vote. And, even after legislative reform
had begun to occur, there still remained so many anomalies in the laws relating to
women in the Australian colonies that many women became convinced that the
political franchise was the only means by which to hasten practical reform.40
Women and Work
While the motivation for the female franchise in the colony undeniably stemmed
from the desire for reform within women's 'traditional sphere', issues relating to
women's position within the public sphere were also of concern. This was particularly
so with regard to women's status within the labour market in the period leading up
to their enfranchisement. For, although women's work was the least skilled and the
poorest paid, they were denied the benefits of trade unionism which their male
counterparts enjoyed.41
Although it is clear that Queensland women did not constitute as significant an
element of the paid workforce as did their southern counterparts during the last
decades of the nineteenth century,42 women's poor status within the labour market
did play an important role in motivating them to seek the power of the ballot. The
greatest concentration of the colony's female workforce was in the 15 to 19 years
age bracket.43 This indicates that, while comparatively fewer women engaged in
paid labour, the majority of the commanding female labour force would have
lacked the economic protection which marriage offered.44 Thus it could be fairly
deduced that issues of economic independence would have been of vital importance
for a sizeable proportion of the colony's female workforce at the turn of the century.
In addition, the concentration of women workers in the traditional female occupations
of domestic service and textile work45 resulted in a sexual division of labour that
was reinforced by the low wages and poor conditions offered by such employment.46
The circumstances under which women laboured in the colony during this period
were often dreadful. The Boomerang, yet again proving its reputation as the socially
conscious organ of the people, bemoaned such conditions:
They are becoming herded in stifling workshops and ill-ventilated
attics; they are dragged back to work late in the summer nights; and
they are forced to stand from morning till night behind the counters of
the large emporiums that are the boast of the great towns. They are
'sweated' by clothing factories and boot factories; they are housed
when servant girls in disgraceful kennels; they are used in this far
Australian land well nigh as badly as they are used in the modem
Babylon of wealth and want.47
The proliferation of such reports eventually forced the hand of the 'Griffilwraith'
government, which in 1891 established a Royal Commission into Shops, Factories
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and Workshops.48 This commission was unique in British politics insofar as it was
the first on which women were allowed to sit.49 The female commissioners were
clearly affected by the evidence of women's terrible working conditions and poor
wages. The 'Queensland Notes' section of the Dawn reported:
The women on the Commission confine themselves in great measures
to women's work. The standing of girls during shop hours is a point
about which they mean to make a great fight.50
Of the six women who sat on the Commission, all voted in favour of the
introduction of legislation to improve working conditions, and four would later
play significant roles in the development of a womanhood suffrage movement in
the colony. Elizabeth Edwards, the well-to-do wife of a well known trader, would
hold the first ever woman's suffrage meeting in her home on Wickham Terrace in
1889;51 Leontine Cooper would later become the president of the Women's Franchise
League; and Sarah Bailey and May McConnel (nee Jordan) would assume leading
roles in the labour-oriented Woman's Equal Franchise Association.
The trade union movement would prove to be another source of suffrage activity
in the colony. Women's exclusion from the male-dominated trade unions52 forced
the women workers of the colony — possessed of 'idiotic notions that they can feel
the benefit of unionism in a year'53 — to formulate their own. The Queensland
Female Boot Trade Union was formed in July 1890.54 The next month witnessed
the establishment of a Women's Section of the Australian Labour Federation (ALF),
with May Jordan as its secretary.55 Women's unions also proliferated throughout
the remainder of the colony, in such places as Winton, Charters Towers, Townsville,56
Blackall,57 Hughenden,58 Croydon and Etheridge.59 As noted by Robin Gollan, these
women's unions were viewed not only as a necessary precondition of economic
equality, but were also seen as a means to achieving political equality.60 Indeed, in
her column in the Dawn, Leontine Cooper urged:
An effort is being made to get women's unions in the different parts
of Queensland to take up the Suffrage Question. If women could have
it brought home to them that the question of the vote is an economic
one; that their vote or no vote really means the price of their day's
work, and the condition under which it is done, they would take more
lively interest in the matter than they do at present.61
The push to repeal the 1868 Contagious Diseases Act62 proved to be another
source of suffrage activity which was associated with the so-called public sphere.
Aimed at the colony's prostitutes, the Act had been brought into effect in order to
prevent the spread of venereal disease in the colony.63 The principal means by
which this goal was to be achieved was through the compulsory medical examination
of women suspected of engaging in prostitution within any of the towns proclaimed
under the Act and, if need be, their forcible containment in a locked hospital for
a minimum period of three months. This legislation raised considerable ire amongst
the socially conscious women of the colony -— particularly since the high incidence
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of 'fallen women' was seen as being closely tied to the pitiful wages on which
many women were forced to live. The repeal of the Act was one of the principal
concerns of the first womanhood suffrage organisation in the colony — the North
Brisbane Woman's Suffrage League64 — and, following its subsequent demise, this
cause would continue to be championed by the Queensland branch of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU).65
Coppertails versus Silvertails
The first womanhood suffrage organisation to be formed in the colony was
inaugurated in the drawing room of Mrs Edwards on Wickham Terrace on 4 February,
1889.66 For a short time, it would be known as the North Brisbane Women's
Suffrage League, and subsequently as the Queensland Women's Suffrage League.67
The Sydney paper, the Woman's Voice, claimed that the principal object of the
league was legislative reform. Of greatest concern, the paper reported, was the
raising of the age of consent and the abolition of the Contagious Diseases Act.68 It
is also apparent that the women were agitating for the introduction of a Married
Women's Property Act.69 In this sense, this early attempt to gain the franchise for
women in the colony was clearly a response to perceived 'women's wrongs'.
This early organisation drew its members from a broad cross-section of society,70
and in doing so appeared to represent different class interests. In keeping with its
apparent apolitical stance, the platform of the organisation, as enunciated by Leontine
Cooper, failed to mention the contentious issue of the plural vote. It simply stated:
'The platform is the granting of a personal vote to every woman over the age of
21 who has resided for 6 months in an Electoral District.'71 This failure to seek 'one
vote and one vote only' for the women of the colony sparked a rapacious onslaught
from the Boomerang, which claimed that the league was 'nothing but a selfish little
clique of the Bulcock variety, which want[ed] only the property vote and ha[d] no
notion of a higher possession than a bank balance'.72 Furthermore, the Boomerang
proclaimed, if progressive women such as Leontine Cooper did not escape from the
League in order to form a separate organisation of their own, they too would be
lost in the 'quagmire of conservatism that would swallow up the whole world if it
got a chance'.73
Although by 1891 the WCTU had joined the league in its struggle for womanhood
suffrage through the formation of a Colonial Suffrage Department,74 and the first
Bill to enfranchise women had been introduced into the Legislative Assembly,75 in
May of that year Leontine Cooper announced that the League was in a 'moribund
condition', having suffered the resignation of several of its most active members.76
Two months later, the Boomerang, on reporting the state of the womanhood suffrage
movements throughout the colonies, simply commented that Queensland was
'quiescent'.77 Little evidence is extant of the reasoning behind these resignations
that Cooper cited; however, 1891 was a time of great political upheaval in the
colony. The Labor Party had been born amidst the humiliating defeat of the workers
in the Maritime Strike of 1890 and the Shearers' Strikes of 1891, which had seen
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the government more or less openly side with the employing class.78 This bitter
class conflict that had divided the Queensland population so drastically would
surely have impacted upon the League, whose members came from all sides of the
political spectrum. It can be deduced, however, that the demise of the organisation
was not in consequence of apathy, but due to differing opinions on the all-important
question of the plural vote.79
It was reported that there was a possibility that a new society possessing the
same object as the now-defunct League would be formed in its place,80 yet no such
society emerged. For the next three years, the colony lacked a separate womanhood
suffrage organisation. During this time, suffrage activity was primarily confined to
the women's unions and the WCTU, which were limiting their involvement to
attempts to secure legislative reform, as well as increasing female support for the
cause through education.81 These efforts were relatively successful, and by 1894
many of the cross-class legislative reforms on which the league had set its sights
had already been achieved. These gains, which included the Married Women's
Property Act, the Guardianship and Custody of Infants Act and the raising of the
age of consent, would constitute a mixed blessing.82 When the movement finally re-
established itself in 1894, there would be few issues over which the different
political factions of the movement could unite.
The second period of suffrage organisation in the colony was triggered by
reports that the women of New Zealand had voted for the first time in November
1893.83 A small public meeting was held in Taringa the next month, with the
intention of discussing the formation of a new suffrage society.84 Yet, even at this
early stage, signs of division were beginning to show. It was reported that some
members of this initial committee were urging that a resolution should be passed
which would embody the principle of 'one person one vote', yet after a prolonged
discussion the question was simply put aside. Instead, it was agreed to seek the
extension of the franchise of the colony, on whatever terms it may be operating at
the time, to women.85 In other words, as far as the plural vote was concerned, there
would be maintenance of the status quo.
A larger public meeting was held on 28 February at the Brisbane Protestant Hall
to discuss the formation of a womanhood suffrage society. Many women attended,
and many bore ribbons that denoted their connection with the WCTU and affiliate
organisations.86 Dr William Taylor MLC occupied the chair and received support
on the platform.87 After Dr Taylor had addressed the large audience, Leontine
Cooper took to the chair and communicated to the meeting the resolution that had
been agreed to by the provisional committee.88 She noted that the wording of the
resolution reflected the desire of this new organisation to remain apart from the
turmoil of party politics. She claimed that they owed no allegiance to any party as
no party in Queensland had made womanhood suffrage a plank of its platform.89
Yet a non-partisan suffrage organisation would not be an easy thing to form in
the Queensland political climate. This initial meeting was continuously interrupted
by motions from the Labor men and women to amend the proposed resolution so
as to embody the principle of one woman, one vote.90 These attempts were rejected
by the conservative Taylor.91 At one stage, a Mrs Moginie took to the platform and
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informed the crowd that the Labor men should not expect the women to fight their
battles for them. She claimed that the meeting had been called for the sole purpose
of forming an association, and until that association was formed, what right had
those who would not join them to dictate the basis of their association?92 The
original motion was subsequently passed, and it was decided to call the organisation
the Women's Franchise Association.
Shortly before the next meeting, the secretary of the Provisional Committee,
Eleanor Trundle, communicated her hope that both working women and women of
leisure would attend. For, she alleged, 'it must on no account be representative of
any class or party, but voice only the political wishes of their sex'.93 Trundle would
no doubt have been greatly disappointed by the outcome of the meeting that would
follow. Of the 130 ladies present,94 almost immediately, the Worker claimed, they
divided into two opposing camps — the 'Property Vote Party' on the right, and the
'One Woman One Vote Party' on the left.95 So great was the ruckus that was
caused, principally by the male members of the crowd,96 that it was decided that
the men should be asked to leave the hall so that the feelings of the women could
be established.97 After another berating from Mrs Moginie, the women agreed not
to take a vote on a one woman, one vote amendment, and the original motion,
which retained the property vote, was carried. The meeting decided upon the rules
of the organisation, including its new name: the Women's Equal Franchise
Association (WEFA).98
A few days after the meeting, Leontine Cooper resigned from her position as the
vice-president of the WEFA. Whilst expressing her sympathy with the desire that
every woman should have one political vote, she felt it unwise to 'clog the movement
with the huge political revolution which the "one-woman-one-vote" subtends'. This,
she claimed, was a Labor Party battle — one she felt the party was quite strong
enough to fight 'without clinging to our petticoats for help'.99
After resigning, Leontine Cooper announced her intent to form a separate suffrage
organisation.100 The Woman's Franchise League (WFL), as it became known, was
formed on 3 April 1894 with the aim of securing the parliamentary franchise on the
basis of political equality with men.101 Later that month, the WEFA held elections
and staunch labour advocate Emma Miller was elected president.102 Miller
immediately sent a circular to the headquarters of the WFL, in which no reference
was made to the issue of one woman, one vote. This led the Queenslander to
intimate that the two organisations were considering a reconciliation.103 The Brisbane
Courier was quick to congratulate the two suffrage associations on deciding to
forget the plural vote issue, stating that to the male mind it came as 'an illustration
of the doubtful capacity of women for affairs that they should have allowed their
movement to split upon the Labour rock'.104 May McConnel responded to the
Courier's, misplaced praise in a letter to the editor. She noted that the movement
had not split upon the 'Labor rock', as he called it, because the platform of one
woman, one vote had never been agreed upon.105 Although she may have been
correct in her statement, the WEFA did finally decide to pursue the female franchise
on this basis at its meeting just a few days later.106 McConnel later protested in
another letter to the Brisbane Courier that this decision did not mean that the
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WEFA was aligned with the Labor Party;107 however, this and subsequent declarations
convinced neither the paper nor the newly established Women's Franchise League.108
The womanhood suffrage movement would progress along similar lines for the
remainder of the 1890s. The Suffrage Department of the WCTU, now under the
leadership of Eleanor Trundle, managed quite successfully to remain aloof from the
political wrangling between the WFL and the WEFA.109 All three organisations
presented petitions to Parliament in 1894 in support of two Bills that had been
presented to the Legislative Assembly by Thomas Glassey110 and Charles Powers;111
however, both Bills were shelved. A subsequent deputation to the premier by
several members of the WCTU and the WFL would meet a similar fate.112 There
appeared to be little that could be achieved as long as a Conservative-Liberal
government with Hugh Nelson at the helm remained in power.
The situation was not helped by the apparent inability of the three organisations
to unite in a single movement. In the lead-up to the 1896 election, the secretary of
the WEFA, Catherine Hughes, reported that she had been approached by Leontine
Cooper,113 president of the 'comatose Franchise League', to organise a 'monster
public meeting', yet had subsequently heard no more from her on the topic.114
Cooper responded that she had decided to call off the meeting after consulting with
'a gentlemen of conservative influence in the political world who took part in the
movement two years ago', and who had warned her that 'if a disturbance occurred
it would discredit the movement'.115 The disturbance which this unnamed gentleman
alluded to was most certainly the animosity that existed between the two organisations
over the issue of the plural vote.
Another attempt was subsequently made — this time by the WEFA — to
establish some semblance of unity within the womanhood suffrage movement. The
organisation sent a letter to the Queensland WCTU, which had convened for its
annual convention, asking if its members would consider cooperating with the
WEFA as their sisters had done in South Australia. Yet, according to the second
annual report of the WEFA, the letter was not even acknowledged, although they
knew that it was received and read.116 As noted by Audrey Oldfield, whilst the
WCTU had cooperated in South Australia, it had done so with a non-partisan
Suffrage League.117 The WEFA's ties to the Labor Party, although frequently denied,
would most certainly have conflicted with the union's non-partisan stance.
With Nelson reinstated as premier at the 1896 election, the suffragists continued
their campaign, yet realised that they had little chance of achieving their aim under
the unresponsive premier. The WCTU attempted to maintain its non-partisan stance.
In 1897 it drafted a petition that simply asked for 'the rights and privileges of
citizenship so that women can protect themselves from unjust laws'.118 No mention
was made of the contentious plural vote. In this sense, although the WCTU attempted
to remain non-partisan by completely abstaining from making references to the
plural vote, by failing to voice an opinion — at least as far as the WEFA was
concerned — the organisation had indeed chosen sides.119 Despite this, the WCTU
would maintain its position when canvassing for support in the lead-up to the 1899
elections. In a letter to the Brisbane Courier, Eleanor Trundle and her co-
superintendent, Agnes Williams, stated that they were distributing a circular to each
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candidate asking whether they would support womanhood suffrage 'irrespective of
party'.120 Both women were, however, aware that this non-partisan stance would
not necessarily be echoed by the other suffrage societies which, they contended,
'preferred their own form of asking'.121
In 1898, Thomas Byrnes had succeeded Nelson as premier. Byrnes had been
described as a man 'free from the fatal fault of meanness'.122 He had initially
claimed that women were indifferent to the franchise; however, he later informed
members of the WCTU that it was unnecessary for a deputation to wait upon him
during his northern tour of the colony because 'his views as to the attitude of
women had changed. He also announced that he would take an early opportunity
in Parliament of declaring his intentions on the subject.'123 Any hopes that the
suffragists may have harboured were dashed when Byrnes died unexpectedly of
pneumonia the same year,124 and James Dickson took his place. In February 1899,
Dickson announced that the question of womanhood suffrage was 'sentimental
fireworks', and that its achievement 'would not make two blades of grass grow
where there was one before'.125 Perhaps one positive outcome of the premier's
announcement was that the suffrage organisations were able to momentarily put
aside their political differences for the first time in five years. The Brisbane Courier
reported that several members of the WEFA in fact attended a meeting that the
WCTU held several days later.126 This appearance of cooperation was, however, to
be to no avail. Dickson was reinstated as premier in 1899, to be followed only a
year later by the like-minded Robert Philp.
Federation ushered in a new period of organisation for the suffrage movement.
This third and final period was one in which cooperation between the different
suffrage societies became virtually impossible. Although the WEFA, the WFL and
the WCTU had managed to unite in a deputation to the premier in July 1900,127 this
would constitute one of the last of such attempts. In June 1902, the Commonwealth
Franchise Act™ had received Royal assent. This Act extended the Commonwealth
franchise to all white women over the age of 21, and made womanhood suffrage
a political reality. The suffragists not only continued to campaign for the extension
of the state franchise, but also sought to direct the newly enfranchised women of
Queensland on the way in which they should utilise their ballot at the next federal
election, to be held in December 1903. The attempts by the varying political factions
to capture the female vote polarised the suffrage movement — making 'cross-class'
cooperation between the suffragists a political impossibility. The continuation of
the plural vote in Queensland's electoral laws only served to exacerbate the situation.
Although, in June 1903, Agnes Williams of the WCTU was touring Charters
Towers and urging the women there to cherish their vote but not to take sides in
party politics,129 the scene was decidedly different in Brisbane. On 3 July, the
Brisbane Courier announced that the 'first public political meeting for women
voters ever held in Queensland' had taken place days beforehand. At this meeting,
a Woman's Branch of the National Liberal Union (NLU) was inaugurated. It was
here that Mr Digby Denham intoned: 'It was no longer a question of whether the
women ought to have the vote or not. The fact was, they had the vote, and it was
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their duty to use it to the best possible advantage.'130 According to the Worker, he
urged the women present:
Every vote is needed. Make yourselves agreeable to the wives and
daughters of the working men. Get alongside them in the train, bus, or
tram. Shake hands with them. Engage them in conversation. We want
their votes. Set aside feelings of caste or class — FOR THE TIME
BEING AT LEAST.131
A joint meeting of the mayoress, members of the WEFA, the WCTU and the
Pioneer Club132 was convened in an attempt to formulate a non-partisan organisation,
the aim of which would be to educate women voters in the lead-up to the federal
elections.133 It is unknown whether members of the WFL attended this meeting, for
the president of the league, Leontine Cooper, had died on 12 March that year. The
absence of the tempering influence of the progressively minded Cooper could
perhaps explain the outcome of the meeting. Almost immediately, the Worker
reported, the parting of the ways began. The WEFA women chose the Labor men
to speak on their behalf, and the Pioneer Club women did the same with the
government men.134 After announcing that it was 'too late now to do anything but
take sides', the mayor read aloud the platform of the NLU and proposed its adoption.
Emma Miller 'opened up' on the mayor with 'shot and shell', claiming that she had
attended the meeting on the invitation of the mayoress to discuss a broad program,
not to adopt the platform of the NLU with its pledge to work for the prevention
of 'socialistic legislation'.135 When the WEFA president had 'ceased firing', the
NLU platform was adopted in a hurry by the mayoress and the 'Pioneer' women.136
Following the spectacle of the joint meeting, Emma Miller formed the Labor-
oriented political organisation to capture the female vote — a Women's Section of
the Worker's Political Organisation.137 Soon afterwards, the mayoress, Christina
Corrie, and her supporters formed the conservative counterpart to the WWPO —
the Queensland Women's Electoral League (QWEL).138 According to the Worker,
the battle lines had thus been drawn:
The class war is raging. It is useless for full-blooded women to imagine
they can remain neutral while the battle surges around them and invades
their daily lives. To dream of working with both sides is fond
foolishness. We must all of us — male and female — choose our
banner. The question is: 'Under which flag?'139
The heightened division within the movement was clearly apparent when, upon
announcing its intention to hold a 'mock election' to educate women on how to
vote, the WWPO noted that 'NLU and [Q]WEL "ladies" are not invited to this
lesson, because next to eating 'possum, we love their informal votes'.140
The WWPO and the QWEL shared little common ground. The platform of
Emma Miller's organisation included such Labor-oriented goals as the maintenance
of white Australia, compulsory arbitration, the nationalisation of monopolies, and
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equal pay for equal work.141 The QWEL, on the other hand, had adopted the
platform of the NLU, with particular emphasis placed upon the prevention of
socialistic legislation.142 Although the League boasted among its members the
committed temperance advocate and suffragist Margaret Ogg,143 as well as
Queensland's first woman doctor, Lillian Cooper,144 the organisation did not espouse
feminist principles.145 Its platform did not even include the franchise for women in
Queensland state elections.146 At one of the early joint meetings of the WEFA, the
WCTU and the Pioneer Club, one of the 'society' ladies proposed that MLA
George Story would be a good speaker for one of their public meetings. When
Emma Miller proclaimed: 'Why, he's a bitter opponent of woman suffrage; he has
voted against it in the House, and spoken against it on the public platform', the
woman simply responded: 'Oh, what does that matter ... he can tell us about land
laws!'147
The approaching election saw all branches of the womanhood suffrage movement
concentrate their efforts on campaigning for the female vote. Emma Miller travelled
the state, forming branches of the WWPO in Bundaberg,148 Toowoomba,149 Gympie
and Maryborough,150 announcing that, at 65, she was only just beginning to live.151
The QWEL invited the Sydney suffragist Rose Scott to visit Queensland in order
to organise for the League.152 Scott was not, however, to be drawn so easily into
taking sides. She accepted invitations from both the 'Conservative' and 'Democratic'
organisations,153 and remained on friendly terms with the QWEL, the WEFA and
the WCTU after her visit.154 She must have created quite a stir amongst the ranks
of the QWEL, though, when she announced in Bundaberg that she was shocked to
hear that Queensland still had plural voting.155 After Scott's visit, the QWEL
secretary, Margaret Ogg, wrote to Scott that: 'We may differ from you on some
points because we understand the Labour conditions here better, and know that the
next elections must be a clear issue if we are going to help our country."56
The WCTU continued to distance itself from partisan politics,157 organising
separate mock elections of its own to prevent occurrences of informal voting.158
Yet, although the temperance women were true to their non-partisan stance, they
expressly opposed the exclusion of women from parliamentary careers,159and were
sympathetic to the plight of working women.160 This, Agnes Williams laughingly
commented in a letter to the Charters Towers Franchise League, led one section of
the Mackay press to claim that she represented Labor.161
After Queensland women had exercised their franchise for the first time in the
federal elections of December 1903, it was apparent to most that it was simply a
matter of time before the state franchise was extended, as had already occurred in
South Australia, Western Australia and New South Wales. By early 1904, real
progress had begun to occur in Parliament itself. Many of the difficulties that the
suffragists had encountered in the past had stemmed from Queensland's political
instability. Throughout the 15-year campaign for the female franchise, the suffragists
were forced to lobby a succession of nine different premiers.162 Although seven of
the nine leaders had headed Conservative-Liberal coalitions, the looseness of the
political party system meant that a government's politics principally depended
upon individual personalities rather than definitive party doctrines as such. The
constant succession of different premiers thus made it particularly difficult for the
womanhood suffrage movement to mount a sustained, and hence effective, campaign.
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Premier Arthur Morgan forces
the Queensland Legislative
Council to reconvene in special
session in January 1905 to pass
the one-adult, one-vote Bill
which the Council had rejected
in late 1904.
The Worker (Brisbane), 17
December 1904. Mitchell
Library, State Library of New
South Wales.
Premier Robert Philp
'killed' any attempt in
the Queensland
Parliament to abolish the
plural vote or give votes
to women. This is how a
cartoonist saw what was
happening.
The Worker, 11 August
1900, State Library of
New South Wales
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The August 1904 election had returned a coalition of Liberal and Labor members
under the leadership of the Speaker, Arthur Morgan. Despite being repelled by
much of the Labor Party's platform, Morgan was a strong advocate of electoral
reform, as he felt the people demanded it. He was particularly He opposed to the
continued existence of the plural vote.163 His coalition's support for the abolition
of the plural vote as well as the extension of the female franchise ensured that
disputes over the plural vote in the Legislative Assembly would no longer prolong
the realisation of the suffragists' goal. On 29 September 1904, the Home Secretary,
Peter Airey, moved the second reading of the Electoral Franchise Bill.164 This Bill,
which abolished the plural vote and enfranchised white women, had bipartisan
support. The result was that it passed through the Assembly on 4 October 'amid
Government cheers'.165
The quick passage of the Bill through the Assembly represented a significant
departure from measures proposed by previous governments. For instance, in 1901,
under the leadership of Robert Philp, the government had introduced a Bill which,
although seeking to abolish the plural vote and enfranchise women, also provided
for the extension of a second vote to men with two or more legitimate children.166
It was suspected that the government had included the 'baby vote' in order to 'kill
the Bill' in the Assembly or the Council. One member had joked:
If we are going to go in for Phallic worship, why not carry the matter
to its logical conclusion, and give every man who possesses the power
of fecundity in the form of creating children a proportionate award.167
By late 1904, many of the arguments that had been employed to deny women
the franchise had lost much of their veracity. For the exercise of the female franchise
at the federal level had not, as many had predicted, led to 'divided households [or]
divided skirts'.168 The most time worn of these excuses was the supposed apathy of
the colony's women. In 1900, the Brisbane Courier, whilst reporting that women
should be granted the vote if they desired it, had insisted that if this were not the
case, 'they should not be subjected to the inconvenience and annoyance (to use no
stronger word) which its possession involves'. The paper had also claimed that it
would be 'very much astonished if one in four were found desirous of the franchise,
and if at least two out of every four were not found strongly opposed to it'.169 MLA
George Thorn, speaking six years previously, had apparently thought that the odds
were even less favourable:
I find there are five kinds of women in the colony ... There is the ugly
woman, the plain woman, the fair woman, the lovely woman, and the
beautiful woman ... I find the first two kinds — the ugly and plain
woman — constitute about 10 per cent of the women of the colony ...
[and they are] the only women in favour of the extension of the franchise
...
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In addition, past opponents of womanhood suffrage had also argued that the
vote would make women 'unwomanly',171 that it would cause dissension within the
family,172 that polling booths were too dangerous a place for the likes of women,173
and that mothers would encounter great difficulty in finding someone to mind their
children on election day if both her and her husband had to cast ballots,174 It had
also been claimed that, since women were not expected to bear arms, they should
not be harassed with the 'clash and soilure of politics',175 that women were at a
different stage of evolution than man — having not yet developed elements of
logic176 — that ladies of education and refinement may be unwilling to meet rowdy
men at the polling booths — leading to the preponderance of the 'unintelligent
vote'177— and, worse still, that the franchise might result in a 'petticoated battalion'
on the front benches of Parliament!178
These and other arguments in opposition to the female franchise enjoyed little
currency by the close of 1904. In fact, at this time the most strident opponents of
the Electoral Franchise Bill were not those hostile to the female franchise, but
rather those opposing the abolition of the plural vote. The most vehement of these
could be found in the Legislative Council who refused to allow its passage.179 The
Worker raged against the Council's rejection of the Bill. It labelled it 'the House
of Prejudice, Privilege and Property', and commented:
It is an oligarchy of Toryism in its dotage. It is the slaughter-house of
reform. The venerable baldheads who compose its majority are
transformed into a band of furious, choplicking butchers when a
democratic measure is flung into their midst.180
A citizens' indignation meeting was held under the auspices of the WWPO, with
Emma Miller and Lizzie Adler as the main speakers.181 The government was not,
however, about to enable the class prejudices of the Council to defeat the much-
needed electoral reform. As parliamentary procedure precluded the reintroduction
of the Bill in the same session, a special joint sitting of Parliament was convened
on 5 January 1905. The prospect of reconvening on their annual holiday in
100 degree Fahrenheit-plus (40°C) degree heat did not please all members:
To bring us here at this season of the year is a thing unheard of in the
history of Queensland. It is evident to me that, to use a word that is
often used in political life, this Bill is to be dragooned through the two
Houses of Parliament.182
Nevertheless, in what was described as a 'bit of an off-ceremony',183 the special
session was commenced and the Electoral Franchise Bill was reintroduced, this
time accompanied by the Machinery Bill as requested,184 and was passed by the
Assembly with a 'beetle-crushing majority'.185
The members of the Legislative Council were acutely aware that, if thwarted at
this juncture, the Assembly had it in its power the ability to swamp the Upper
House with sympathetic nominees. In addition to this, the call was being sounded
by the Labor press for the abolition of this political 'remnant of feudalism'.186 Thus,
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in the sweltering century-plus heat, the Council succumbed to public and
parliamentary pressure, and agreed to the passage of the Electoral Franchise Bill
with only minor amendments.187
Combined, the Electoral Franchise Bill and the Elections Acts Amendment Bill
extended womanhood suffrage to all white women, abolished the plural vote, and
extended the vote to many previously disenfranchised itinerant workers.188 The
state now boasted some of the world's most progressive electoral laws. There were,
however, two significant omissions. This right was not extended to Indigenous
Queenslanders, and women were not granted the right to stand for Parliament.
Women would not be permitted to become state parliamentarians until 1915.189
Indigenous Queenslanders would not gain the franchise for another 60 years.190
On 24 January 1905, Premier Morgan congratulated the House on passing the
Bills. He also extended his congratulations to the more than 100,000 women of
Queensland who now had the political franchise, as well as to the large number of
previously disenfranchised male adults.191 That night, a number of women who
were connected with the suffrage movement were introduced by the Labor member,
George Ryland, to Premier Morgan.192 It was reported that the ladies congratulated
the premier on passing the legislation for which they had been striving for so many
years. The premier thanked the women for their congratulations, and afterward
entertained them with light refreshments.193
The Bill was gazetted on 26 January 1905.194 On that same day, the Home
Secretary, Mr Airey, released a statement on the passage of the legislation. He
expressed the sentiment that the Assembly would have been content if the Legislative
Council had agreed only to the abolition of the property vote, yet they were pleased
that 100,000 women had also been enfranchised!195 Thus it would appear that, even
at the close of the struggle for their enfranchisement, the women of Queensland had
run a close second to the apparently more important battle for the abolition of the
property vote. Nevertheless, their goals had finally been realised. As the Worker
jubilantly announced: 'Women ha[d] now the power in the land that nature destined
her to wield. Hoop-la! Things are going to begin to happen.'196 And indeed, they
would.
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